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Come to the trnglish Riviera
We have ten years to prepare our seaside resorbs for climate change
industries to gather themselves together and
plough billions of pounds into updating their
facilities in order to cope with the enormous
potential increase in demand. This wont just be
from families here - people all over the world,
and especia\ in Europe, could be seduced to
come and enjoy the UK as our climate becomes
more acceptable and their own becomes
unbearablyhot.
I'm confident that the world's scientists will
find away of slowingclimate change, perhapsby
the middle of the century. But by then the British
climate will be among the best in the world.

wENTY FIvE YEARS ago, when
I wasn't delivering the weather
forecasts on the BBC. I was warning

people of the effects of climate
change: that by 2O5O, at the current
rate of global temperature increase, London's
summer climate would be similar to that of
southerrr France, with average summer temperatures easily exceeding 3Oo Celsius. I also
warned that by 2irOO a London summer would
be very much like that in Greece, which is nearer

4o'C. I made other predictions, including that
the Sahara desert would move north into the
Mediterranean area, which would force all those
Iiving there to migrate across northern Europe.
We're already beginning to see some of these
changes, with many parts of Europe, including
the UK, having their hottest-ever day in July. If
this is repeated year on year, things that we take
for granted will change drastically - and it's time
that the policy-makers took note.
When I rvas young, just after the lvar, the
annual family holiday, if you were lucky enough
to have one, consisted ofa few days, or maybe a
week, dodging the showers at the seaside with
a bucket and spade. But during the 196Os and
/os, when as a nation rn'e became more affluent
and cheap package holidays arrived, manyfami! lies ietted offto the sunshine in France, Spain
H and the Canary Islands and still do to this day.
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summer holidays in the UK rather than abroad.
And with recent Met Office statistics showing
that all of the UK's ten hottest years on record
have occurred since 2OO2, I would expect this
trend to continue.
But are the UK's holiday resorts up to it? Can
they give us the value for money that we get elsewhere? At the moment there is no doubt that, by
and large, facilities, weather and cost are on the

side of foreign destinations. But in ten or
2o years'time, when it will be far too hot in the
traditional Mediterranean resorts, most people
will wish to holiday at home.
Now is the time for the holidav and Ieisure

ro offer more than the tradi-

tional UK tourist spots of London,
Stratford-upon-Avon and Windsor,

wonderful as they are. The UK needs to show
everyone the glories of seaside resorts in
England, Wales, Scotland and Northem Ireland.
In my opinion we have ten years or so to grasp
the nettle and make sure that, due to climate
change, we tap into the trend of warmer, more
predictable summers and make the leisure and

holiday industries the backbone of our postBrexit economy.
We have the chance: climate change is on our
side, and now is the time to start planning for it.

In the 197Os, John C1eese could joke in the
brilliant srtcam Farutlty Touers lhatTorquay was
on the English Riviera - that will soon be the
reality, and we must prepare for it properly.
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